
ARMOURVENT MULTI®

With Armourvent® Multi

Without Armourvent® Multi

IKO ARMOURVENT® MULTI is a shingle-over vent on roll, which provides a 

balanced ventilation system: 50% soffit air intake and 50% outlet at ridge vent: an 

effective performance which is used under IKO Shingles on multiple roof slopes.  

One single product provides all high performance ventilation requirements!

ENJOY A 100% CONTINUOUS VENTILATION SYSTEM ON YOUR ROOF

extends 
your 

roofs life

100% balanced 
ventilation system



Bitumen Dakshingles 
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Simply beautiful

IKO ARMOURVENT® MULTI ventilation system provides 
you a fabulous roof without visible appliances. The 
unique design consists of a thin but ultra-strong profile 
ensuring a smooth, straight and virtually invisible 
roofline. 

Make sure your home is well protected

IKO ARMOURVENT® MULTI is rigorously tested in 
extreme weather conditions to ensure no moisture 
infiltration. The high density white membrane keeps 
out water and other unwanted objects or vermin.

Save money in the long term

IKO ARMOURVENT® MULTI you can save money!
The ventilation system protects your roof from the 
problems of condensation and rotting.

Better insulation = lower energy costs
Better insulation = better health

 ARMOURVENT® MULTI ARMOURVENT® MULTI PLUS
DIMENSIONS 6 m x 22,80 cm 6 m x 28,50 cm
USED FOR IKO Monarch Monarch-Diamant
SHINGLE TYPE Armourglass (Victorian) Diamant

DiamantShield
BiberShield
ArmourShield

  Superglass (-Biber)
Marathon Ultra Accessory (Cambridge)

ROOF PITCHES 15° - 60° 15° - 60°
VENTILATION AREA 275 cm²/m 275 cm²/m  

You want a nice and smooth-looking roof?
You want a healthy house?
You want a safe roof in all weather conditions?
You want all this and to save money?

ARMOURVENT® MULTI: EXTENDS YOUR ROOFS LIFE!
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Ridge shingles

Armourvent®  Multi

Roof deck

Opening cut  
for ventilation


